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FIRST AGGIE FAIR PROVES GREAT
FEATURE IN WEEK END AT DURHAM
Members of Agricultural Division Present Long
Expected “All-College Edition of Cattle Show”
ATTRACTS LARGE ATTENDANCE FROM CAMPUS
All Departments Are R epresented— Poultry, Horticulture and Forestry E x
hibits Take Honors in Order N a m ed — Mechanical Cow Part of
Dairymen’s Offering— Home Economics Students Present
Nicely Arranged Booth— Minstrel Show and Dance
Conclude Day’s Activities
The first “ Aggie F air” has come
and gone, and to say that it was a
success would be to state things mild
ly. This fair was staged chiefly to
show the other departments of the
college what the men of “ Pa” Tay
lor’s battalion are doing, but another
reason for its being was that the “ A g
gies” wished to find out just what
they themselves could do along the
line of presenting a genuine cattle
show. And to quote Professor Heber
DePew of the dairy department, “ We
certainly found out.”
Preparations for the fair have
been going quietly on for the past
month as any visitor to the barns
or packing sheds can testify, and at
seven o’clock last Saturday morning
the results of the students’ efforts
were being brought in great quanti
ties to the big gymnasium which was
the center of the day’s activities.;
The committee on decorations under
Howard Rollins, ’23, had worked late
on Friday evening wTith the result
that the building was ready for the
arranging of exhibits as soon as they
arrived on the next morning. Large
lattice screens with bars of alternat
ing blue and white formed the basis
of a very well worked out decorative
scheme The booths were draped
with blue bunting, although various
other ideas were worked in by the
individual exhibitors. The space be
neath the gallery and in front o f the
stage was entirely given over to ex
hibits, and a long string of tablss
down the center of the hall was given
over to the poultry exhibit.
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2. New Hampshire College
3. New Hampshire College
Sweepstake
1.
Chester
A.
Randlett, ’23, with Baldwins
2. Chester A. Randlett, ’23,
with Hubbardstons
3. Chester A. Randlett, ’23,
with Kings
Potatoes
Green Mountain 1. M. Gale
Eastman
2. Professor Harold Scudder
3. College Farm
Carrots
1. Dean Frederick W. Taylor
2 . Howard A. Rollins, ’23
3. Professor Charles James
Beets
1. Dean Frederick W. Taylor
2 . Professor Harold Scudder
3. Harold A. Rollins, ’23
Onions
1. Howard A. Rollins, ’23
2 . Professor Charles James
3. Professor Charles James
Vegetable Oyster
1. Professor Charles James
Longfellow Corn
1. Kenneth Bassett, ’23
Commercial pack (certified seed)
1. James Monahan
2. L. B. Tilton
(exhibit)
1. E. J. Huckins
1. E. J. Huckns
2 . Ralph Canney
Squash
1. Professor Charles James

BEE KEEPERS REPRESENTED
An exhibition of apiary apparatus
j and products made up a very interesting exhibit and was tastefully ar|ranged by Chester Randlett, ’23.
Hives and their various parts, screens
and veils, and smoking paraphenalia
which are of great value in control
ling the passions of the hot footed
bee while one is working with him
were explained in detail by Mr.
Randlett to interested passers-by.
There was also a large exhibit of
canned honey. This made a very at
tractive display, put up as it was in
glass jars. Professor Harold Scud
der was awarded first premium for
his exhibit of honey.
DAIRY PRODUCTS
A tremendously interesting dis
play was found in the dairy products
booth where Thomas Gadd, ’22, was
“ boss.” Here, in full working order
was the “ Mechanical Cow” a piece of
machinery that cannot be duplicated
at the present day in this country.
It was shown through the courtesy of
the New England Dairy Council who
are its present owners. In a graphic
manner it depicts the transformation
of the rougher forage crops into an
edible human food, showing the re
sult of this change and the ultimate
destination of the product. Profes
sor W. B. Lockwood of Massachusetts
Agricultural College was the inventor
of the “ cow” and by means of a
(Continued on Page 4)
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COACH COWELL’S FIGHTING ELEVEN
DEFEATS COLBY FOR FIRST TIME
New Hampshire Invades Maine for Last Time This
Season—Three Hard Games Ahead of the Blue Team
COLBY AIDED BY PENALTIES ON NEW HAMPSHIRE
“ Dutch” and “ Cy” Wentworth Star— Latter Runs Sixty-five Yards for a
Touchdown Through an Open Field— Connor Gains an Average of
Thirty Yards on Exchange of Punts— Young and Dunnack
Shine for Colby— New Hampshire’s Fourth Straight
The New Hampshire college var
sity foot ball team added another
victory to its already long list, by de
feating Colby college last Saturday at
Waterville by a score of 24 to 7. The
game was played in a drizzling rain
storm on a muddy field. Occasional
flurries of snow made it still more un
comfortable for both the players and
spectators.

(phone field set. These instruments
' and weapons are all a part o f the
equipment used in the instruction of
the military art students in the R. 0.
T. C. Seth Barraclough, ’23, and
W ilfred Dion, ’23, were Lieutenant
McKenney’s assistants throughout
the day. Mr. Dion said, “ W ar is
hell, but it’s got nothing on a mili
tary booth.” The poor man!
THE GAME
Colby won the toss and elected to
FORESTRY SHOW
receive. Bell kicked off and Young
The Foresters had a remarkable ex
ran the kick back about ten yards,
hibit. It was one that attracted wide
before being downed.
Colby tried
attention and was intensely interest
two line bucks but could not pierce
ing. Charts, maps and drawings
the Granite line; and Young punted
were very much in evidence showing
to Wentworth. On the first play Con
the influence of the several types of
nor went through the line for twenty
forestry on the farm wood-lot. There
yards. Two plunges at Colby’s line
were sample pieces o f wood from the
failed to gain and “ Dutch” booted a
forest trees of New Hampshire, along
low spiral to Young on the thirtywith a descriptive pamphlet on the
yard line. The Blue and Gray imme
scope and methods of control of
diately returned the compliment and
white pine blister rust. Many freak
punted to Wentworth who was stand
growths of trees were shown, togeth
ing on New Hampshire’s 35-yard line.
er with cross section of varieties of
He started to carry the ball down
cordwood. A comprehensive exhibit
through the center of the field b u ,
of forest camp equipment drew an in Bay State Squad Came to Durham With Wins Over
suddenly changed his course to. the
terested group of onlookers and a
Both the Brown and Holy Cross Aggregations extreme corner o f the field where,
sleepy looking lot of Junior Foresters
aided by clever interference, he cross
stood by and demonstrated how effec
DOHERTY, TUFTS CAPTAIN, FINISHES FIRST
ed the goal line with the first score
tive the outfits had been on their re
of the game, after giving a splendid
cent instruction trip into the moun
tains. Professor Clark Stevens, ’ 17, Six Blue and White Harriers Follow Tufts Captain into the Finish Line- exhibition of broken field running.
Dutch” kicked the goal.
Snow Is First New Hampshire Man in— Graves Returns to Squad
remarked that if they had only been
Colby again elected to receive and
given a little space they might have
This Week— Men to Enter New England’s Next Saturday
“
Les”
lifted the pigskin to Royal who
put on a real exhibit. “ W hy,” said
A t Franklin Park
ran the kick back about twenty-five
he, “ We had to lug half our stuff
yards. On the next play New Hamp
back after we got it over here. It’s
The New Hampshire State college team, and the remaining five men of
a crime.” But no one visited the hall cross-country team continued their N. H., showing good judgment of shire was found guilty of unnecessary
roughness and a penalty of thirtywithout getting a better idea of the
unbroken string o f victories for the of team work, kept bunched together five yards was imposed; following this
great work of the forest rangers of
season when they defeated the stron g, and drew away from the rest of the penalty New Hampshire was penal
New Hampshire.
DOORS OPEN AT TEN
Tufts college harriers with a score much vaunted Tufts’ team,
ized ten yards for holding and, on
of 20 to 39. The start and finish was ray of Tufts close up. At the half the third play, another penalty for an
At ten o’clock the doors were HORTICULTURE ONE OF BEST
held
on
our
baseball
field.
|way
mark
the
hot
pace
set
by
Snow
thrown open to the public and in a
Under the able guidance of James
offside play was inflicted. Time was
Tufts came to Durham with victo- and Doherty began to tell on the Tufts called at this stage o f the game for
short time the floor was nearly cov Moriarty and Bruce Russell of the
ered with interested spectators. In class of ’22, the undergraduates in ries over Brown and the strong Holy TUFTS’ CAPTAIN GETS LEAD
the first period. Score, N. H., 7;
Coming into the last half mile, Do- Colby, 0.
the anteroom the
dispensers of Horticulture got together an exhibit Cross teams, but had to give way to
coffee and hot dogs held forth and did that pulled in second honors in the the well balanced and finely condi- herty sprinted past Snow and took
a land-office business. Members of total of the day. Due to the fact tioned team that Coach Cohn started, the lead and, increasing his stride, SECOND QUARTER
When the teams lined up at the
New Hampshire State had to bow finished a hundred yards ahead of
the class of ’24,-presided here work that Professor George Potter and Mr.
ing on two-hour shifts. Among them J. R. Hepler were detained in Con to Captain John Doherty of Tufts for Snow. Captain Weston lead the rest opposite end of the field, Colby had
were Robert Fearon, Rupert Kimball cord over the week-end by the State the individual honors o f first place, J 0f his team over the finish line in the possession of the ball on New Hamp
Horticultural Exhibition, they could and Cloughlin, o f New Hampshire, |following order: L. J. Higgins, A. L. shire’s thirty-five yard line. By con
and Wesley Shand.
At one o’clock in the afternoon all give no assistance to the student while in second place at the mile |French, T. W. Slack and L. Martin, stant line plunging and with the aid
Coach Cohn The entire New Hampshire team fin- of several short passes over the cen
lines of activity, including the mid workers. Great credit is due to the march, lost his shoe.
way, where in full swing and all department for their exhibit. It made him retire from the race— sav-j nshed within 28 seconds of each other, ter of the line, Colby was able to push
trails led to the gym as far as the consisted largely in giving the peo ing him from a possible injury, for a very creditable performance, show- the ball over for their only score of
|ing: a well-balanced team and one that the game. Royal made the touch
students were concerned. For the ple present a new idea of the accom next Saturday’s race in Boston.
OUR
DAY
iis going to give a good account of it- down and Enholme kicked the goal.
plishments
of
those
who
are
striving
first time in the history o f the college
With the exception of these mis- , self at the New England Intercol- Score, N. H., 7; Colby, 7.
the Saturday “ Matinee Special” to to improve the products of the fields
New Hampshire received the kickDover was practically deserted. It and gardens. Large masses o f cut fortunes New Hampshire State had a le g ia te cross-country championship
signified a big victory fo r the Aggies flowers banked the stage to the rear perfect day, the entire team finishing meet that is to be held next Saturday off; and “ Cy” carried the ball up the
Throughout the afternoon the high of the booth. These were contributed all within 28 seconds o f the second at ten-thirty A. M. over the Franklin field for twenty yards. Two plays
through the center of the line netted
ways and by-ways of Durham were by Mr. James McFarlane of the col man at 3.10 p. m. Registrar 0 . V. Park course in Boston.
ten yards and first down. “ Dutch”
The order of finish follows:
greenhouse. Several
potted Henderson pulled his trusty fortyfaithfully patrolled by a lone figure lege
then broke through the same place
26
44
1-5
John
Doherty,
Tufts
palms
were
in
the
collection.
The
four
from
his
hip
pocket
and
fired
the
j
1.
draped in a highly painted costume
yards for a
27 6 4-5 and went forty-five
2. M. Snow, N. H.,
who devoted his energy to turning honor o f the apple was upheld in shot that sent the fourteen fleet footed
touchdown, showing the Colbyites just
27 19
3. G. W. Weston, N. H.,
the attention of everyone to the fair. manly fashion by several of the fol harriers on their long journey of four
27 21 1-5 what he could do in an emergency.
4. L. J. Higgins, N. H.,
Towering above the crowds with his lowers o f that fruit. The apples and a half miles over hills, plowed
27 23 4-5 He also kicked the goal. Score, N.
A.
L.
French,
N.
H.,
fields
and
several
creeks.
A
t
the
half
5.
were
chiefly
in
plates
although
a
plug hat and huge megaphone he
27 28 4-5 H., 14; Colby, 7.
6. T. W. Slack, N. H.,
was a commanding figure. The pro- packed barrel was on display show mile flag Snow, the big grey hound
New Hampshire kicked to the Pine
27 34
7. L. Martin, N. H.,
motors of the exhibition cannot thank ing the methods employed in arrang of N. H., and the sorrel-topped
28 37 2-5 Tree Staters, who tried several end
8. J. Doherty, T.,
Donald B. Mattoon, ’22, too heartily ing the fruit for market. On the John Doherty, captain of Tufts, were
30 16 3-5 runs but were unable to gain. Young
9. A. Shurrock, T.,
for his whole souled efforts in this vegetable end were packets of seeds out in front with the rest o f the flock
punted to Wentworth who was down
30 25
the smaller garden produce. in hot pursuit. The mile mark found 10. G. Mac Cookie, T.,
capacity. His was a worthy under of
30 34 1-5 ed in his tracks; “ Dutch” returned the
Some prize celery banked the exhibit the two leaders out in front with Hig- 11. G. Waskavitz, T.,
taking.
punt with a little interest in the form
30 39
Captain
Weston,
Coughlin, 12. F. Murray, T.,
and many other varieties of garden gins,
SEES CIDER BARREL
No Time of a plus thirty-five yards. The half
produce were displayed. The potato Slack and Martin of New Hampshire 13. F. Parsons, T.,
To review the exhibits is a real family was particularly well rep-j and Joe Doherty, Shurrocks and Mur- 1$. W. Coughlin, N. H did not finish ended with the ball in midfield.
man’s job and one is at a loss to know resented, several varieties
being
SECOND HALF
which to mention first. However, shown. The certified seed received
At the opening of the second half,
within the hall was a cider barrel favorable commnendation from those
Colby kicked to New Hampshire.
from which virgin apple juice was who inspected it. The fields from
Litchfield attempted a wide end run
dispensed with lavish hand. Not which this seed was harvested yielded
which gained five yards; then “ Dutch”
differing from other mortals the at the rate of four hundred bushels
a long twisting spiral down the
The Last Word About Arrangements Already | sent
writer laid his course to include the per acre, and as it has been certified
gridiron to Young on Colby’s seven
barrel as soon as he caught sight of that means that the tubers were
Made for Your Reception in Durham This
| teen-yard line. Again the men from
it and from thence made his tour of practically free from disease. Pro
Week-end—Many
Surprises
in
Store
| up country returned the kick and
the other exhibits.
fessor Ormond R. Butler o f the botany
_
7(- again New Hampshire gained about
department was largely responsible
Come on Alumni! Friday night’s the night.
*> thirty yards on the exchange. After
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
playing old-fashioned for two periods
What do we mean by “ THE N IG H T ?”
The night to renew
And next door to the cider barrel for this exhibit as it is under his su
pervision
that
this
work
is
carried
on
and a half, the Blue and White avi
old
acquaintances;
it’s
HOME-COMING
NIGHT.
The
night
when
^
was the booth of the Home Econom^
ics Club. Here under the direction in New Hampshire. Follows a list
you will feel the pull of old attachments, and live over again a few ^ ators got in some fine work by com
pleting several passes, leaving the
of Miss Irma G. Bowen the young la of awards in this department:
happy hours of your college life. Everybody will be there— all the ^
ball in their possession on Colby’s
Apples
dies of the household arts division
old classmates on the same dear old campus. COME ON ALUMNI!
forty-seven yard line. Two passes
Baldwins 1. Chester A. Rand
displayed the results of their long pe
Everything has been arranged for your entertainment and con- $ fell incomplete; and it was fourth
lett, ’23
riods in the sewing and cooking lab
venience.
down with eight to go when Captain
2. Chester A. Randlett, ’23
oratories to tremendously good ad
The Commons building is the assembling place. A reception ^ Connor dropped back to kick. It
3. Massachusetts Agricultur
vantage.
Like
honest-to-goodness
committee will be there to receive you; plenty o f rooms have been ^ was the concensus o f opinion that he
al College
farmers every thing that they had
Northern Spy 1. Chester A.
reserved for both Alumni and Alumnae. Meals may be secured at £ would punt but he crossed the dope
was for sale, providing they could
Randlett, ’23
the Commons, cafeteria style, and special tables will be reserved for ^ and made a wonderful attempt for a
“ get
their price”
Miss
Janet
field goal; the ball sailed straight as
2. New Hampshire College
Mann and Miss Pearl Sargent, both
all Alumni.
$6 a die for the goal posts, but a strong
3. New Hampshire College
of the class of ’23, were at the helm
Several committees are now at work. Under the direction of
cross-wind veered the direction just
King 1. Chester A. Randlett,
and their helpers were the Misses
William J. Haggerty, ’22, President o f the Student Council, a gigantic * enough to keep it from going over
’23
Gertrude Allen, ’23, Gertrude Rob
mass meeting o f the entire student body, numbering over 900, will
the cross-bar. Playing was resumed
2. New Hampshire College
erts, ’23, Helen Avery, ’24, and Millibe held in the big Gymnasium. The band of forty pieces and the ;£ on the twenty-yard line. Colby im
3. New Hampshire College
cent Hooper, ’25. When asked how she
mediately punted; and, on the first
orchestra will be on hand; and take it from us, I HEY ARE HUMHubbardston
1.
Chester
A.
liked the idea of helping out on a
play, “ Dutch” heaved a long pass to
DINGERS.”
You
will
hear
the
best
cheering
you
have
ever
listened
^
Randlett,
’23
strictly agricultural affair, Miss Hoo
2. New Hampshire College
to, lots o f good music and snappy speeches, with a general get-to- | Wentworth who carried it to the twoper said, “ We are delighted to have
yard line. In the next play Connor
3. Professor M. Gale Eastman
the honor of waiting on a table at an
gether afterward.
f: carried the ball over for the third
Roxbury
Russet
1.
New
Hamp
So we say, “ COME ON ALUM NI! It’s up to you to show that * touchdown; and once again his boot
Aggie Fair.
shire College
A great addition to the interesting
Old New Hampshire spirit.” Now remember— Friday night’s the
added a point for the score column.
2. New Hampshire College
features of the day was the exhibit
night.
Score: N. H., 21; Colby,’ 7.
3. New Hampshire College
of the military department. Here,
(Signed)
W. A. Osgood, ’14
Colby kicked to N. H., and again
Winter
Banana
1.
Chester
A
under the able guidance of Lieutenant
the Blue and White airmen got in
Lester Langley, ’15
Rundlett, ’23
Alfred McKenney, were set up ma
S. W. Wentworth, ’17
& some good work. Two more passes
2. New Hampshire College
chine guns, automatic rifles and di
Dorothy
Flanders,
’21
$ were completed for a considerable
3.
New
Hampshire
College
vers other fearsome implements of
gain. The feature play of the game
McIntosh 1. New
Hampshire
war. Maps and charts were also
occurred at this point when “ Dutch”
College
shown along with a complete tele-

NEW HAMPSHIRE’S CROSS COUNTRY
TEAM DEFEATS TUFTS VARSITY

FOR ALUMNI ONLY

1

a:i back to throw a forward; but
Colby’s linemen came in too fast and
prevented him from getting the pass
away, but they did not however pre
vent him from getting away, which
he did for a thirty-yard gain. Short
ly after this play the third period
came to an end; and the prospects of
another New Hampshire score loomed
up bright as the ball was on the
Maine team’s thirty-yard line.
LAST QUARTER
Three rushes brought the ball to
the ten-yard line; and, as a last re
sort to prevent a New Hampshire
touchdown, Coach McAuliffe sent in
big “ Moose” Cook, Colby’s husky
guard, who has been out of the runn’ng on account o f water on the knee.
Three times the sturdy N. H. backs
tried to cross the coveted line, but
each time the “ Moose” smeared the
play. With a fourth down and eight
to go “ Dutch” dropped back to the
twenty-yard line and lifted a neat
drop-kick over for the final score of
the game.
Following this score Coach Cowell
sent in many substitutes; and still
Colby could not gain. “ Jake” Merrill
had the misfortune o f wrenching his
knee, and was forced to leave the
game. The game ended with the ball
on Colby’s forty-yard line.
Much credit is due the Maine aggre
gation; for although outweighed they
played a scrappy game until the last
whistle blew. Young, Dunnack and
(Continued on Page 2)

CALENDAR OF EVENTS.
Wednesday, November 9
Football: Sophomores vs. Fresh
men.
Freshman Night at The Union with
talk by Professor Whoriskey.
First
Interfraternity
Basketball
game; Tri Gammas vs. Phi Mu Del
tas.
Thursday, November 10
Cercle Fran?ais, Smith hall parlors.
Friday, November 11
Armistice Day exercises:
11.GO12.30, college green.
Big Football Rally, college Gymna
sium, 7 o’clock.
Receptions to alumni at fraternity
houses.
Saturday, November 12
Alumni Home-coming Day
First game on Memorial Ath
letic Field: Varsity vs. Mass.
Aggie.
M. A. C. reception, college
Gymnasium, 7.30.
Informal, 8.00.
Varsity Track team at New
England
Intercollegiates
at
Boston, over Franklin park
course.
Sunday, November 13
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, Morrill
hail, 10.00.
President John E. Merrill, D. D., of
Central College, Turkey, will occupy
the pulpit o f the Community church
at the morning worship, 10.45.
Evening service: Dr. Merrill will
address the N. H. Y. P. O. meeting.
Special music.
Book and Scroll meeting, Smith
hall.
Monday, November 14
Engineering Club, Demeritt hall,
7.30.
Y. M. C. A. meeting.
Y. W. C. A. meeting
Fifth lecture to Freshmen on col
lege opportunities, Gymnasium, 7.15.
Wednesday, November 15
Crawford Adams concert company
in second of the Lyceum numbers,
college Gymnasium, 8.00.

NOTICE FROM POULTRY
£
DEPARTMENT. $
On the evening of Hallowe’en
night there were several fowls
taken from the poultry plant.
Four were taken from a pen
which was being used as a
check on experimental work.
Needless to say, this caused
serious inconvenience to the
poultry department as the experiment was nearly broken up.
The department wishes to announce that if any person, or
group of persons wishes a
chicken or two for a midnight
feed that if they will call
around at the plant in the
DAYTIME and ask for them
they will be gladly given.
(Signed)
Alton W. Richardson,
Prof. in Poultry Husbandry
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DEAN FRENCH
SEEKS AID OF
SENIOR GIRLS

ways. The Coach was then put De
c, Eastwood
noon two minutes of silence are to be Doyle, c
hind a curtain; and in two minutes
rg, Ranney
observed all over the country. The Follansbee, lg
he came out carrying the rope in his
rt, Meserve
Armistice Day committee has suc DearBOrn, It
O f f ic ia l O r g a n of
hands. Assisted by Coach Swasey,
re, Chase
cessfully worked this feature into Goggin, le
Cohn proceeded to explain the art of
qb, Cutler
T h e N e w H a m p s h ir e C ollege
the program to be carried out here. Smith, qb
Jui Juitsu and showed some of the
lhb, Carr
Office,
Room 110, Thompson Hall.
Only two short years ago our boys Gardner, lhb
bone-breaking holds o f the Japanese Wires Near Congreve Hall were in the thickest of the fighting Rowell, rhb
rhb, Darrah
style of wrestling. This was fol Prove to be Radio Antenna “ over there.” Then came Armistice Farrar, fb
fb, Lyster
NEW S DEPARTM ENT
H e r b e r t F. B a r n e s , ’23,
M anaging E ditor Asks Them to Co-operate
lowed by a boxing match in which
Touchdowns, Rowell 2, Gardner,
Day
when
the
warring
factions
laid
A r t h u r N . L a w r e n c e , ’ 23,
N ew s Editor
Referee, Campbell.
Umpire,
down their guns. We can readily re Carr.
K a r l B . D e a r b o r n , ’ 23,
A thletic E ditor
In Adjusting Problems Prof. H. F. DePew was the party of
DURHAM AGAIN AT EASE
J o s e p h B . C o b u r n , ’23, Asst. A thletic Editor
the second part. The Coach demon
Head lintsman, Connors.
call how overjoyed we were then; Doran.
E l n a I. P e r k i n s , ’23,
strated the most important blows and
was there ever in the history of the Timer, Marsh. Time, 2 8’s and 2 hrs.
W om en’s A thletic E ditor
LAUDS COLLEGE DAY
J e n n i e B o o d e y , ’ 23,
Alumni E ditor
counters as well as the fundamental Electrical Engineering Department world such a day before ? Let us 10.
and Radio Club Co-operate in
M il d r e d M . B a n g s , ’23,
Asst. Alum ni E ditor
points of the sport. The match,
not forget what that day has meant
G r a c e E. F l a n d e r s , ’23,
E xchange Editor Says Senior Women Can Do Much by
Maintaining Well Equipped
which was exciting at times, closed
M a r i o n L. B o o t h m a n , ’22,
Society E ditor
to us; rather, let everyone in Dur
Exercising Power of Leadership
Wireless Station— Public
K a t h a r i n e T h o m p s o n , ’ 22,
R eporter
the evening’s entertainment, and
ham, at least, turn out Friday and
J a m e s A . R o b e r t s , ’ 23,
Invited to Make Use
— Calls for Establishment of
light refreshments were then served.
U l a B a k e r , ’ 22,
put all he has into this celebration.
of Station
Traditions of Real Value
R u t h P in g r e e , ’2 4 ,
W e sley B . S h a n d , ’ 24,
The program follows:
to Institution
M a r jo r y A m e s , ’ 23,
Freshmen, unsophisticated as they
11.00 o’clock— All classes are dis
A l f r e d L. F r e n c h , ’ 2 3 ,
are, have repeatedly inquired into missed.
M a r g a re t G . K e l l e y , ’24,
The obligation of the senior girl
N e a l W . C o b l e i g h , ’24,
the
meaning
of
the
“
extra
high
to the freshman was the subject
11.07 o ’clock— Military Art stu First Game on Field
J o h n S. C a r r , ’ 23,
P r o f . H a r o l d H. S c u d d e r ,
Faculty A dviser treated by Dean A. N. French o f the
clothes line” >in the rear o f Con dents fall in.
To Be a Classic Battle
P r o f . E. L. G e t c h e l l ,
greve hall; nor is this curiosity alone
Faculty Business Adviser Arts and Science division, speaking
11.25 o ’clock— Battalion halted in
confined to the verdant class of ’25; place.
before the senior women at convoca Are Unable to Score
NEW HAMPSHIRE IS READY
for even dignified upperclassmen all
tion, Thursday, November 3.
B U SIN ESS D E P A R T M E N T
11.26 o’clock— Veterans of Foreign
Against
Red
and
Gray
want to admit their “ uncertainty” Wars arrive.
N o r m a n E. M e r a s , ’ 2 2 ,
M anager
“ Higher Education,” said Dean
“ Hubba” Collins Lost to Bay-Staters
L e o n C. G l o v e r , ’ 2 3 , A sst. Business M anager
about this structure.
French, “ has its tragedies as well as
11.28 o’clock— Reading of the Pres
— Blue and White Have the Odds
A D V E R T IS IN G D E P A R T M E N T
BUTTERSWORTH
STARS
Now
let
us
assume
that
this
con
privileges. It is the duty o f the
ident’s proclamation.
F r a n c is A . F r e n c h , ’ 2 2,
M anager
Taking Vermont and Bates
traption is not a clothes line but the
senior girl to minimize, as far as pos
G eorge O . P h e l p s , ’ 23,
1133 o’clock— Talk by Professor
Tussles as a Criterion
Asst. A dvertising M anager sible, the tragedies.
Entire Freshmen Team Displays Lack antenna of a radio station and, at Richard Whoriskey.
C IR C U L A T IO N D E P A R T M E N T
“ We have a real social problem of Punch— Unable to Withstand the foot of the poles which support
11.48 o’clock— Reply by Commander
R ay P ik e , ’ 23,
Manager
A return to the fundamentals of
Rushes o f Opposing Backs— Fail
the glittering wires, a small house V. F. W. Post.
here, that of adjustment, and mal
M e r r i l l A . G e r m u n d s o n , ’ 2 3,
football has been made by Coach
Asst. Circulation Manager adjustment on the part of the fresh
Even to Take Second Team
is to be found with a similar “ clothes
11.53 o’clock^—V. F. W. color guard
Into Camp
line” draped over its ridge-pole and with colors in front of V. F. W. The “ Kid” Gore in his efforts to get the
men to the artificial and much strati
Mass. Aggies eleven in shape for the
Published W eekly by the Students
terminating
some
distance
away
on
fied college environment. Thanks to
colors are saluted.
Batallion re New Hampshire State game here
Exeter academy’s football team had either side at much smaller poles;
the
first
College
Day
this
year
we
mains
at
attention.
The subscription price for The N ew H am p
November 12. Gore’s decision was
shire is $ 2 .5 0 p er collegiate year. The Alum ni have made great strides toward suc an easy time beating the New Hamp this beast is much nearer to the
11.58 o’clock— Remarks by the com made after the Vermont game last
Dues are $ 2 .0 0 per year. Special club rate cess in the process; so much so that at shire State freshmen on Friday af ground than its twin brother direct
munity minister, calling attention to Saturday, when the Maroon and White
fo r the Alum ni Dues and Subscription to The
the present time the freshmen are ternoon 31-0, in a game played at Ex ly above, and is used for a different that part of the President’s program
N ew Hampshire is $ 4 .0 0 .
line fell down before the Green at
In case o f change o f address, subscribers
more nearly assimilated than they eter. The score would doubtless have purpose; so will call it by another asking for two minutes of silent
will please n otify the Circulation M anager as
tack and suffered Massachusetts to
been
much
larger
if
Coach
Blake
had
name,
that
of
“
counterpoise”
The
were
after
the
Thanksgiving
recess
soon as possible.
prayer.
be beaten by the biggest score this
Subscriptions made payable to T h e N e w last year.
kept
his
first
string
players
in
during
combination
of
these
two
form
the
Then, too, the democratic
11.59 o ’clock— Veterans of Foreign season.
H a m p s h i r e , Durham, N . H .
the
whole
game.
But
the
Exeter
coach
external port'on of a modern amateur Wars and Batallion at ease.
Subscribers not receiving cop y will please spirit of the New Hampshire State
The main problem confronting the
n otify the Business M anager at once.
sent in three different elevens, and radio station such as is found here at
campus is a great help.
12.02 o’clock— Remarks by minister. Maroon and White staff is the recon
Entered as second class matter, October 3 0,
even
the
Exeter
scrubs
held
the
New
Hampshire
college.
“
A
fter
all,
what
is
the
difference
1 9 1 4 , at
the post office at Durham, New
12.05 o’clock— Dismissal.
struction of the battlefield. “ Hubba”
Hampshire under the act o f M arch 3 , 1 8 7 9 .
In past years the radio station has
between a senior in high school and a Freshmen from scoring.
A cceptance fo r m ailing at special rate o f
Collins, the Arlington High school
The game was a sad disappoint been located at Nesmith hall in the
Three months.
postage provided fo r in Section 1 1 0 3 , A ct o f freshman in college?
lad, and the veteran halfback o f the
October 3 , 1 9 1 7 . Authorized
September 1, What is the difference (between ia ment to the few N. H. students that small room in the tower, but because SOCCER FOOT BALL
Bay-State machine can play no more
1918.
freshman in college and a senior in braved the severe cold to watch the of limited space and growth of the
SATURDAY,
NOV.
12
football this season, according to
“
frosh”
play;
and
it
is
certainly
dis
club’s
equipment
and
membership
it
college ? Three years.
This gap
physicians, on account of chronic
Durham, N. H., November 9, 1921.
should be bridged somehow by the couraging* that the heavy, experienced was necessary to move to new quar
appendicitis.
senior.
The freshman is unfamiliar Freshmen team cannot put up a bet ters. Realizing the importance of a Game Between 1924 and 1925 to Be
The 14-0 score handed out by Am
Played
on
Baseball
Field
at
One
ter
exhibition
of
football
than
they
permanent
radio
station
in
the
insti
TRY BEING NATURAL
with many, if not all, the aspects of
herst coupled with the defeat by
O’clock
college life. You are familiar with have been showing for the past three tution and the practicability of esVermont has made M. A. C. deter
games. Exeter’s team was heavy; tabl shing a course in radio at some
Every year about this time the stu all the aspects of college life.
mined to defeat New Hampshire.
but
the
Freshmen
were
equally
as
future
date,
the
electrical
engineerIn
order
to
show
the
alumni
just
dent body as a whole begins to over
You can adopt toward the fresh
look, apparently, some o f the pri man the attitude o f amusement, in heavy. In fact the local team out ng department placed the small what the newly organized physical Victory would be exceptionally sweet
mary rules o f etiquette. There are timidation or laisser-faire. The last weighed the Exeter second and scrub house on the hill directly in the rear education department is doing Prof. to Mass. Aggies on the day of the
dedication of our new field, as last
numberless phases of this subject attitude is generally prevalent.
We teams; yet they were unable to score. of Congreve hall, and— with the co Swasey has arranged this soccer year we dedicated 'their new ifield
upon which we could write by the have let the freshmen, as the English “ W oody” Howe, former Freshman operation of the Radio club— erected game.
“ First Soccer Foot Ball Game at with a victory and then burned the
hour; but, for the time being, we are phrase it, muddle through somehow. coach, was the referee, and he penal two 65-foot wooden masts for the
bonfire that they had built before
going to talk of an offense which is
“ The burden of responsibility has ized the Exeter team about seven supporting of the antenna. In ad New Hampshire State College be
causing considerable distress at the been shifted to the Dean of Women ty-five yards. On one occasion he dition to this the department fur tween teams picked from members of hand to celebrate what was to be
their victory.
present time; namely, the cold and and the teaching force. But we— I penalized the Red and Grey team nished the necessary wire for the the Sophomore and Freshmen divi
In spite of the fact that the Blue
snobbish way that many o f our stu speak for the personnel of the Arts thirty yards and placed the ball with bu’lding of a counterpoise, wired the sions of the Physical Education
and White machine have suffered
dents have of passing one another on and Science division— need some help; in Exeter’s thirty-yard line. But the build ng for electric lights and power, classes, one o’clock Sat. Nov. 12th on
only one defeat this season, Coach
the campus without speaking.
so we are asking you to advise with much needed punch was missing; and furnished a one kilowatt transmit the base ball field.
ting
set
one
of
the
latest
Westing“ Great interest shown in this new Cowell is not taking any chances by
This identical thing has to be dealt us how you can be o f assistance, for the score that should have resulted
understanding the ability of the
with every year; and, in the past a it is only through co-operation that went to waste. The Freshmen back- house regenerative receiving sets, sport which is a part of the Fall pro
Masachusetts eleven.
mere reminder that we were lax in we can raise the tone of our institu field could not gain consistently and with two steps of amplification, be gram for the Physical Education
With New Hampshire’s 21 to 7 vic
exercising a common courtesy toward tion. For instance, there is the op the line was unable to withsta-.d the sides storage batteries and other classes under Prof. Swasey.
tory over Vermont and their 14-0 win
small apparatus. The radio club’s
“ The Alumni, Faculty and Student
our neighbor was sufficient to bring portunity at the time of enrollment. rushes of the opposing backs.
Exeter kicked to N. H. The Fresh equipment has heretofore been owned Body of the college are invited to over Bates as against Mass. Aggies
about a universal change for the bet The senior girls could be of great as
men
were unable to make first down by the members individually; and this attend the game which will end in 14 to 7 defeat at the hands of Ver
ter. But this year the situation is sistance in helping the freshmen reg
and punted, and the ball see-sawed apparatus with that furnished by ample time to witness the football mont and a scoreless tie with Bates
keener than ever before; and it may ister.
we have more than an even chance
take more than a suggestion to change
“ Then there is the undisputed back and forth between the two goals the Engineering department goes to game between M- A. C. and N. H. on to dedicate the new field with a vic
make
up
a
very
complete
modern
as
Exeter
chose
to
punt
rather
than
the
New
Memorial
Field.”
the order o f things.
power of senior leadership. You, as
tory.
New Hampshire college, like nearly seniors, have prestige with the fresh try line plunges. This style of play, radio station.
The wonderful comeback in the last
Equipped as it is at present, the
every state institution of higher learn men, who are naturally inclined to dominated for about ten minutes, and
few minutes of play is a distinct
ing, is a democratic one. We wel imitate. How easy is would be to es then Exeter started. Before the first station is capable of carrying on
characteristic of the Maroon and
come to our community the sons and tablish traditions of real value to half was over the score was 14-0; and communications at distances up to
White to be given no little considera
daughters of the peoples of all classes the institution! I refer to the prac the Exeter coach sent his scrub team several hundred miles and of receiv
tion. The two recent defeats of the
in our' state and nation; and, by v ir tice of cribbing. Is this too idealis through signals during the halves. ing from stations of large size more
“ Gore-men” will sprd them on to
The second half had barely started than half the distance around the
tue of this very fact, the majority of tic for your consideration?
redeem themselves in the game with
world
when
conditions
are
favorable.
the students are democratic at least
“ You may call the paying o f these when the entire Exeter scrub team
New Hampshire. Everything points
Nearly every evening it has been
Against the
to the point of saying “ Hi” or “ Hello” obligations the “ Big Sister Plan” or entered the game.
to the best game in years with the
when they pass each other on the whatever you choose, but in them you scrubs the Freshmen had better luck possible to hear musical concerts
winner in doubt until the final whistle.
Captain
Cutler’s
Men
from
opera
and
vaudeville
with
such
street. This college has never been will be filling a vast need and render and succeeded, with the aid of three
The probable line-up:
a rendezvous for “ snobs,” we (mean ing the greatest service.”
penalties, in advancing the ball to the a degree of clearness that one might
Die With Their Boots On New Hampshire
Mass. Aggies
ing the majority) dislike that type of
Exeter seven-yard line. But the Ex imagine being actually present in
Broderick, re
le, Marshman
eter team held and took the ball on stead of several hundred miles dis
being; and, since we have the balance
ONE ROBBERY— NO DEATHS
Bell, rt
It,Cotton (Captain)
PROF.
SMITH
GIVEN
tance.
These
concerts
are
'actually
downs. A fter the scrubs had had
of power, we hereby openly declare
lg, Mudgett
Campbell, rg
war on the campus “ snobs” — both NEW LEATHER MEDAL their practice, the Exeter second team being given in New York, Springfield,
c, Freeman
Christensen, c
entered the game. The second team Philadelphia and other places so that Jack Carr Plays Rugged Game for
men and women alike.
rg, Sahnon
Lcsers— Makes One 60-yard Dash Cotton, lg
Broad-minded, live Americans who Carries Away Honors in Cider Judg proved a little better than their pre by means of elaborate radio appara
rt, Moher
Gadbols, It
—
Contest
Replete
with
Sensa
tus
at
the
transmitting
end,
it
is
decessors and within a few minutes
are capable of coming out of their
ing Contest at Faculty Club En
re,
Grayson
Perry,
le
tional
Plays—
Marks
Second
of
possible for many hundred amateurs
had scored a touchdown.
shells and acting natural with their
tertainment— Many Heretofore
qb, Sargent
Wentworth, qb
Series
Charlesworth and
Buttersworth with small receiving apparatus to en
fellow-men when the occasion calls
Unknown “ Stars” Come
rhb, Tunney
Gustafson, lhb
Besides 'receiving
for such action and so-called “ snobs”
were the outstanding stars on the Ex joy the music.
Into Limelight
lhb, Gdes
Farmer or Littlefield, rhb
these
concerts,
all
the
collegiate
foot
In a game brim-full o f excitement
never did, and probably never will,
eter team. For the freshmen Cap
Connor (Captain), fb
get along in the same community.
The Faculty Club began the season tain Piper and Wallin played the ball scores are given out by telegraph the Sigma Alpha Epsilon team trounc
fb, Lewandowski
and telephone, weather records, po ed the Phi Mu Delta aggregation to
There isn’t room for both on any col with an entertainment at the “ hut” list. The summary:
lice
news
and
items
of
importance
the tune of 18-6 in the second game
re., McKinley
lege campus. And the majority of on last Thursday evening which is Buttersworth, le.
for the day.
of the interfraternity jseries. Both NEW HAMPSHIRE
us, who are busy most o f the time said to have been a thriller. Depart
Hill, Jones
DEFEATS COLBY
Recently at this station messages teams played exceptional football.
and cannot be bothered with the task ing from the custom established a Driscoll, It.
rt., Stearns, L. P.
from other institutions have been re For instance cigarettes were passed
(Continued from Page 1)
Lemieux
of tenement hunting, like Durham year ago by which the members met
Ramson, Moss
quite well and will, in all probability, once a month and partook of some Colby, lg.
rg., Lee layed here and delivered to students around between the halves. Many
and communications have been es spectacular plays were put through Capt. Lowery excelled for Colby.
form o f light repast, the governing
Varrell
remain intact.
Pulver, Lewizin
tablished with stations within a ra during the afternoon but probably the
New Hampshire had quite a cheer
Apparently, then, there is but one body this year appointed various sub Forest, c.
c., Graves
dius of about 300 miles. These re best was “ Jack” Carr’s 60-yard run, ing section all its own, as about
course open; the “ high-brows” have committees and charged them with
Coleman, Boris
got to g’ive way to the rule o f the ma the task o f securing suitable enter Smart, rg.
It., Stearns, G. A. sults, however are considered satis trot, and walk for a touchdown. How thirty students journeyed from Dur
factory for the present but, when the ever, it is said, “ Jack” got his breath ham to see their team trim a Colby
jority, who will not tolerate having tainment for each meeting which
Varrell
Seaville, Martin
a tradition— that was born and this season are to be held every Tues Coday, rt.
It., Sayward station becomes permanently estab back very late Sunday night. Cap outfit for the first time since the two
lished in its new home, much better tain Cutler’s men were, good tacklers, teams have been playing together.
brought up with New
Hampshire day and Thursday night.
Clarke, Miller
but they had sticky fingers. Some
The summary:
State— trampled under foot.
At each meeting it is planned to Bingham, re.
le., Campbell returnes are expected.
Mr. R. J. Wallis, president of the one in the first quarter “ pinched” the
Colby
N. H.
present some form of amusement
Taylor, Fellows
re., Dolbear
Neville, It.
q., Fitzpatrick Radio club, expressed his desire that lacings from Capt. Rowell’s pants.
and, in order to do this, the enter Cheek, q.
I WONDER
The list of casualties were small.
more students would make use of the
McGarry
tainment committee will from time
Tyndall, Stone, Howe
rt., Burkell
Pardon me but did you ever stop to time enlist the services o f differ Lindhall, lhb.
rhb., Wallin opportunity to send messages through “ Bill” Phillips found out that a shoul Perry, le.
the station. Since the club is now a der can be hurt severely by jumping Connor, le.
rt., Berry
ent members of our teaching force
McCreedy, Gerow
Mills
to think:
rg. Moreland
Why the honor system isn’t prac What a sight would greet the eye McIntyre, rhb.
rhb., Piper member of the American radio relay ’n the air and landing on that mem Sanborn, It.
rg., Monihn
league, it is in a position to have ber. Try it yourself! “ Jerry” Goo- Hardy, It.
if, an some night that the members Cacarley, Clement, Reed
ticed at New Hampshire?
rg., Cook
Why we have inter-collegiate ath are congregated, one were to peek Charlesworth, fb.
fb., Chase messages relayed to stations beyond gin nearly passed out with cramps in Cotton, lg.
c., Enholme
the radio of our station’s transmit his legs; and— when he did come to— Hobert, lg.
through the window and see staid
letics ?
Walsh, Goddard
c., Woodlock
or
Doctor?
going
Why the boys don’t support the Professor?
Touchdowns: Charlesworth, Cheek ting set; and no charge is made for he paraded around the field arrayed Patrick, c.
lg., Frude
through a sketch that would be a 2, Gerow. Goals from touchdowns: this service. Those interested are in a very negligee outfit that caused Christensen, c.
girls’ hockey teams?
It. Lowery
Why do most people hunt for cinch headliner on a Keith’s circuit.
Buttersworth 3, Clement 1. Field invited to get in touch with the pres uniform shrieks of glee from che fair Campbell, rg.
le. Callahan
So it was that the entertainment goals: Buttersworth. Referee: Howe. ident, Mr. F. W. Struthers, or Mr. co-eds, gathered round. “ Don” Chase Bell, rt.
courses ?
qb., Young
Why there were so many warnings committee, comprised o f Dr. O. R Umpire: Pearson. Field Judge, Stick - A. D. Wassail, who will gladly at lost two teeth trying to bite a hole Sherwood, re.
lhb., Millett
Any through the earth, but stayed in the Broderick, re.
Butler, Prof. G. W. Butters and ly. Head linesman: Whitman. Time, tend to the communications.
sent out this term?
lhb., McBey
student or faculty member interested game till the “ bitter end.”
Wentworth, qb.
Why more girls don’t turn out for Coach Harvey Cohn, set a standard 4 12m periods.
lhb., Royal
in radio work is invited to attend
on Thursday night which other art
“ Bob” Doran demonstrated how Farmer, qb.
the football rallies ?
rhb,. Dunnack
the meeting held fortnightly and not to Umpire a game, when he Callahan, qb.
always make remarks when a group ists will attempt to live up to for the
INSTRUCTION TRIP
rhb., Vale
to visit the station on Monday, Tues stepped in between the lines, and then Litchfield, rhb.
Why do Freshmen boys and others remainder o f the season.
fb., Sullivan
FOR HOCKEY TEAM day and Friday nights when “ watch pushed himself up a few minutes Wentworth, rhb.
The
first
gun
was
fired
by
Dr.
of girls go by?
fb., Hendricks
is being kept.
Why do the scarcity o f informals Butler, who gave an interesting talk
later on the goal line. Only once did Gustafson, lhb.
drive men to Dover, Newmarket and on cider. It is rumored that he was
a hard-fought game seem ominous. Rumazza, lhb.
Twenty-four girls, members o f the
allowed to choose his own subject, hockey teams, took an instruction COLLEGE TO OBSERVE That showed up when an S. A. E. Connors, fb.
Portsmouth ?
Wake up, New Hampshire. Don’t and, in order to prove a theory .that trip to Boston to see a hockey game
was not called because of Merrdi, fb.
ARMISTICE DAY atouchdown
Touchdowns: Connor 2, Wentworth,
forget that if you want the college to even the wisest men can be fooled, between a team of English women and
trifling thing like both teams being
Royal. Goal from touchdown: Con
grow, you have got to grow yourself, he exhibited four jugs for the audi one made up of women picked from
off-side.
and finally don’t forget to give the ence to judge which contained the the Boston school of physical educa Snappy Program Arranged by Special
Carr and Chase starred for the nor 3. Goal from field: Connor.
Committee to Be Carried Out at
football team a hand.
good, bad and indifferent cider and tion, last Monday.
losers, and Smith, Rowell and Gard Referee: O’Connell, Portland. Um
Noon— Everyone Is Expected
pire: Murphy, Harvard. Head lines
which contained the liquid that was
The team from England won the
ner, for the winners.
to Show His Patriotism by
man: Tilton. Time 4 15’s.
NOTICE TO ENGINEERS
not cider at all. In closing he offered game by the score of 22 to 0 purely
The
line-up:
Attending
a prize to the member who made the because o f their teamwork; this made
Find Me a
Eat Drink and Be
A t the next meeting of the Engi right guess; and Prof. T. O. Smith their third victory since coming to
Dollar
Merry:
Friday, November 11, is Armistice
neering club, on Monday, November carried away the honors in the form the states. A fter the game the girls
Alpha Zeta fraternity an- II
le, Dion
left immediately for Durham, com Day; and a patriotic program, drawn Phillips, le
14, Mr. Starkweather will speak on o f a leather medal.
nounces the pledging of D. H
Gould
“ Sales Engineering.”
This will be
Coach Cohn made his first appear ing back by way of the Boulevard and up hastily by the committee in charge
Kilton Andrews, ’23, of Little- ^
Spaulding
of the day, will be carried out on
one of the most instructive lectures ance before Durham audience in the Portsmouth.
ton, on Friday, November 4,
It,
Bennet
Couburn,
rt
The girls were chaperoned by Mrs. the college campus.
o f the season, since the speaker is an role o f Hoodini. He allowed himself
1921.
U
Eaton
President Harding has declared
authority on this subject. Everybody to be tied from head to foot with rope Allan D. Wassail and Miss Dorothy
lg, Spencer
Collins,
rg
Friday
a
national
holiday;
and
at
out!
which was knotted in all manner of Flanders.
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CLOTHESLINE
MYSTERY SOLVED

MASS. AGGIES
FULL OF FIGHT

“FR0SIT EASY
BAIT FOR EXETER

S. A. E. TEAM IS
TRIUMPHANT OVER
PHI MU DELTAS

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOVEMBER 9, 1921.
will be the honored guest o f the Dur
ham Church and community this
I NEWSY ITEMS OF
week-end. Dr. Merrill, who was in
Should Be
1
THE ALUMNI! Turkey during the War, and in Aintab when it was beseiged by the
Furniture of Exceptional Quality
Turks, is now home on furlough. He
— Because M. & M. FOODS not only build up rugged bodies, but they
ASSOCIATION OFFICERS.
has an interesting tale to tell o f
keep them in the “ pink” of condition. And as a consequence your
and at the Right Prices.
ghastly personal experiences, o f A r
minds are more keen and alert.
A l b e r t H. B r o w n , ’ 11.
President menian atrocities and various hard
“ Mens sana in corpore sano”— Keep your bodies healthy by eat
Strafford, N . H. P h o n e : B arrington, 15-13
P a u l D. B u c k m i n s t e r , ’12.
V ice-P resident ships encountered.
ing plenty o f M. & M. FOODS— the only QUALITY foods made to
24 Bucknam St., Everett, Mass.
As announced elsewhere in the
day, then you need never fear o f your minds becoming clouded or
Phone, H o m e : E verett 2594R
slothful as the result o f a weakened or poorly-fed body.
Church notice, Dr. Merrill will speak
B usin ess: E verett 1420
G e o r g e A . P e r l e y , ’08,
Secretary-Treasurer at the Durham Church, at both the
M & M BAKERIES
Durham, N . H. Phone, 52-5
morning service and at a meeting of
N E W HAM PSHIRE
MAKERS OF THE BEST FOODS IN THE WORLD
DOVER,
the New Hampshire Young People’s
Marion Sprague, ’21, has been at
Organization in the evening.
her home in Durham during the past
two weeks because of illness. Miss
CHILDREN’S HOUR AT LIBRARY
Sprague was obliged to give up her
SPIRIT SOARS HIGH
RESUMED FOR
position, which she has held since
W INTER MONTHS
AT FOOTBALL RALLY
Lunches, Cigars, Confectionery, News last July, in the Deaconess hospital,
papers, Magazines and Sporting Goods. Boston, Mass., because o f throat The first of the Saturday children’s
Students Sign Up for Trip to Holy
trouble. She is much improved now
story hours this year, under the
Cross Game at Manchester on N o
but will not undertake her work
SO THEY TELL ME
auspices of the department of Edu
vember 19— Special Train Char
again before the first of December.
Get Your PADLOCK’ S, STATIONERY, W ASTEBASKETS, AND
The
rubber
necked
clams
of
Para
cation, was held at the library Sat
tered— Players Given Ovation
In the issue of The New Hamp
Are
better
than
quahaugs
by
far;
urday, November 5, in charge of Mrs.
TOILET ARTICLES
shire o f October 19, a mistake was
For ground up beneath
C. I. Simmers.
made in regard to the birth o f Mar
The most enthusiastic
football
The gnash o f false teeth
Some fourteen children, ranging in
jorie Alberta Edward. Mr. and Mrs. ages from five to eleven, were present The rubber will lessen the jar.
rally o f the year was held in the big
AT EDGERLY’S
“ Gym” last Thursday night. The hall
Karl D. Edwards (Charlotte Hol
to hear the adventures of “ Tikki,
Ballard Street
was crowded at seven-thirty, the
brook, ex-’23) write from Colebrook, Tikki Rumbo,” “ The Little Red Hen,”
Telephone, 37-2
WOOF!
^•ashmen turning out almost one
that their daughter was born on the
“
When
I
was
in
Siberia,”
said
the
and other folk tales which have
13th day o f last August. Mrs. Ed thrilled the small folk of all ages and second Baron Munchausen, “ I was hundred per cent, strong.
wards has shown her loyality to New
“ Bob” Doran, senior cheer-leader,
countries. Besides her talent as a pursued by wolves. They dogged my
Hampshire by supporting the first
kept the students busy for the first
trail.
They
came
closer
and
closer.
story-teller, Mrs. Simmers has the
ASSETS $8,509,840
fifteen minutes rehearsing cheers,
call for subscriptions to The 1923
happy faculty of organizing extem Finally I felt their cold muzzles touch
Deposits Placed on Interest Monthly
and then several o f the football men
Granite.
pore juvenile dramatics. Under her ing me.”
------ A t 4 per cent. Per Annum-----A daughter, who has been named supervision the children dramatized
“ You must have been glad,” said gave short talks. The band made its
appearance, and put the crowd on
NEW HAMPSHIRE Rosalind, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Esop’s fable of “ The Lion and the the Freshman.
DOVER,
Julian M. von Tobel, ex-’20, October Mouse,” “ The Tidy Angel” and Little
“ Glad, you infant! What do you edge with a stirring march and other
selections.
26. Mr. and Mrs. von Tobel are now Red Rid'ng Hood. The last o f these m ean?”
William Haggerty, president of the
CAPITAL $100,000
SURPLUS $300,000 living in Lebanon, N H.
“ Glad they had muzzles on.”
became the most absorbing play,
Athletic Association, then took charge
Gertrude Sprague, ex-’22, is regis when it was discovered that one little
JIBBERS had a string around his and individual cheers for the football
tered as a senior in the Home Eco- girl had brought her little red-lined
finger,
but he wore a perplexed look. men were given, while he showed pic
mics course at normal school in cape with her which was cause
DOVER, N. H.
“ ’Smatter,
Jibbers?”
asked ta tures of the various players to the
Keene, N. H. Her address is 12 enough to make her the heroine at
audience. Slips of paper were passed
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers Marlboro street, Keene, N. H.
friend.
around in order to find out how many
Checks fo r Sale
“
Oh,
only
this,”
said
Jibbers,
M arjorie Boomer, special ’17, has
wearily. “ My wife told me to order present would go to the Holy Cross
a position as teacher of mathematics ENGINEERING CLUB
something today, and for the life of game at Manchester on November 19.
in the high school in Rochester, N.
HEARS PROF. JAMES me I can’t think whether it was a set Arrangements for a special train
H. Communications will reach her
to take the students to Manchester
if sent to her home in Dover at 111 Talks on “ The Electrical Side of Mat tee or a tea set.”
COLLEGE PHARMACY
and return have been made, and two
Locust street, Dover, N. H.
hundred are needed to fulfill the agree
ter” Before Local Physicists— E x
SUGGESTIONS FOR A QUIZ
Hulda Ekdahl, ex-’23, is studying
ment.
plains Recent Developments in
(Edison Record)
at Syracuse university,
Syracuse,
About 150 signed up at the meet
Field of Chemistry
1. When was the war o f 1812?
HEADQUARTERS FOR
New York.
2. From what French province ing, but it is hoped that more will
The Engineering club met for the was Joan of A rc?
later signify their intentions o f go
Lillian Connell is registered as a
DRUGS AND MEDICINE, EASTM AN FILMS, DURAND’S CHOCOLATES,
ing.
Several songs were rehearsed
senior at Wheaton College, Chicago, third time this term at Demeritt hall
3.
Who
is
the
author
of
Macaulay’s
APOLLO CHOCOLATES, ICE CREAM AND SODA,
on the evening of October 31. A fter History of England?
and the rally closed with the singing
111.
WELLINGTON PIPES, 3B PIPES, CLASS PIPES AND N. H. PIPES
4. What two countries took part of Alma Mater.
Katherine S. Aldrich, ’20, was mar a short business meeting Professor
ried June 8 to Harold M. Wood, Charles James gave a very interest in the Spanish-American war?
5. In what season o f the year did DEAN F. W. TAYLOR
oldest son o f the late ex-mayor Ros ing lecture His subject was “ The
Electrical Side o f Matter.” Begin Washington spend his winter at Val
well L. Wood, Haverhill, Mass.
ning with the work of the early
ENTERTAINS AGGIES
Robert W. Ryerson, 2-yr. ’20, is Physicists who experimented with the ley Forge?
6.
Tell
about
the
Swiss
Navy.
connected with the Berkshire County leyden jar and other electrical equip
Alpha Zeta Members Spend Enjoyable
The Scalper
Farm Bureau of Pittsfield, Mass. ment, the lecture brought out the de
Evening
Discussing Variety of
Mail sent to Berkshire County exten velopment of many theories pertain
OUR MOTTO: “ Quality and Service”
Subjects— Ideals and Purposes of
GOOD DOPE
sion service, Howard Block, Pitts ing to matter and its composition.
Fraternity Explained — “ Pa”
“ My lecture on efficiency in study,”
field, Mass., will reach him.
Interesting facts were brought out said the professor of psychology, “ will
Unloads a Number of New
Myrtle Johnson, ’ 17, is now living in connection with X-Rays and the
Jokes
save you students half the time you
at 68 Dane street, Beverly, Mass.
means of studying them. The most now spend in study. There will be
David Thomas, ex-’24, is employed recent developments of theories per
Alpha Zeta, the honorary agricul
one lecture given this term.”
in the Y. M. C. A. office in Manches taining to matter were discussed. A
A Complete Line of
“ Say, teacher,” piped up a wise tural fraternity, was entertained by
ter, N. H.
system of using atomic numbers in Soph, “ cantcha give us two lectures? Dean F. W. Taylor at his home on
E. K. Jenkins, ’ 15.. is director of the place of atomic weights in arrang Then we won’t have to study at all.” Thursday
SOUPS, STEAKS AND CHOPS AT ALL TIMES *
evening,
November
4.
the division o f Vocational Education ing the elements in a periodic table
Many faculty members o f the frater
for the state of Maine, located at has been developed.
BIGGERS thought he was a hand nity were there to enjoy the jests and
The Engineers went to the lecture some chap. He was— as handsome as hospitality of “ Pa,” and, by means
Augusta, Maine.
<j it
Try
our
noonday
and
supper
“specials’
/ £
R. H. Kinder, ’15, is living at 20 with the feeling that they had a Apollo isn’t.
of a “ rugged feed” and good smokes,
4/*
Yale
Avenue, Wakefield, Mass., at knowledge of Physics and Chemistry
“ Did you see that coed smile at a most enjoyable evening was spent
at most reasonable prices
but, as the lecture proceeded, the m e?” he demanded of a friend.
The fraternity has most of its best
present.
“ Never mind,” said his friend, con meetings at the homes o f the faculty,
Arthur R. Morgan, ex-’17, and Mrs. “ wise” expressions on their faces
gradually gave way to others which solingly. “ The first time I saw you and these events are always looked
Morgan announce the birth of Nancy
forward to with a great deal of en
Conn Morgan on October 25, at To are common among the freshmen I laughed right out loud.”
members when they discover that
thusiasm by all the members. Dis
ronto, Canada.
there is a slight difference in prep,
cussions range from the plow to the
SILLIE W ILLY
Morelle Connell, ’20, has charge of school work and college requirements.
There was a young fellow named football games and even to smoking
the English department at Saugus,
on the campus. The arguments and
Willie,
High school, Saugus, Mass.
jokes o f graduates of one college or
Whose
actions
were
what
you’d
call
DR.
HOWES
TALKS
ON
The announcement o f the engage
university on another often serves as
silly;
C. WRIGHT, TAILOR
HIS RESEARCH WORK
ment o f Grace Wallace, ’20, and
a source o f keen amusement to the
He
went
to
a
ball
James A. Waddell of Troy, N. Y.,
students.
Dressed
in
nothing
at
all—
—
has been received. Mr. Waddell is Tells of Recent Developments in Field
The most interesting part of the
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Pretending to represent Chile!
of Luminescence to Members of
a civil engineer for the state of New
meeting was the explanation of the
Honorary
Physics
Society—
York.
founding of Alpha Zeta and its
SQUIRREL CHATTER
— Spent Summer at Cornell
Doris Binks, ’20, is teaching Eng
ideals
and purposes. In the past few
“
Whatcha
got
your
coat
collar
on Subject
lish and French in the high school at
years the growth has been rapid and
TAILOR MADE CLOTHES
The Phi Lambda Phi fraternity turned up fo r ? ”
Barre, Vt.
“ To hide the collar I haven’t got now chapters are spread all over the
was entertained by Dr. H. L. Howes
HABERDASHERY, SW EATERS AND B. V. D.
United States.
Carlton M. Strong, ex-’22, has a of the physics department on Thurs
position with the Rumford Press, day evening, November 3, at the
Concord, N. H. His address is 16 physics lecture room in Demeritt hall.
I SEE where a chap in a burning .OPEN LETTER TO HUMORISTS.
PETTEE BLOCK
South Spring street, Concord, N. H. Dr. Howes spent the past summer in building escaped burning to death by
The 1923 Granite board is ready to
Ruth Jameson, ex-’22, is studying research work with Dr. Nichols at sliding down the rain pipe. He must
GO with the preparations for the
at Chicago university, Chicago, 111. Cornell university, and it was on this have been skinney.
publication of The Granite. The book
work that he addressed the frater
Blanche: “ My hair keeps falling is to include a so-called “ Mirth De
nity.
NOTED EDUCATOR TO
The research work was the open- out. What would you advise me to partment,” which, in order to be a
good one, must have many contribu
:ng of a new field in the study of get to keep it in ? ”
ADDRESS MEETINGS
Maude: “ Try a hair receiver.”
tions. This is a call for aid. Send
luminescence, that o f the lumines
AT LOCAL CHURCH cence of oxides. Mr. Nichols of Cor
me jokes, slams on juniors, slams on
THE VAMPIRE
the faculty, slams on college fraterni
nell is noted for his research work.
Dr. Merrill of Turkish College to
The apparatus used was arranged A fool there was, and he wasn’t all ties, departments, customs, institu
Speak on His Experiences Dur
tions, organizations and even colle
there,
entirely by Drs. Howes and Nichols,
ing World W ar— Is Spend
gians other than juniors. Send any(Even as you, or I.)
and the fundamentals of the research
ing Brief Furlough in
opened many new fields for further They called him the bonehead who did th'ng; if it is too much o f a lampoon
This Country
I will temper its severity to suit ten
not care,
study of luminescence. The oxides
studied were the more common such All on account of the part in his der feelings. But material IS NEC
President John E. Merrill, D. D., as calcium, aluminum and copper.
Now Located in Pettee Block and open for business
ESSARY. Send IDEAS if nothing
hair,
o f Central College, Aintab, Turkey,
(Even as you, or I.)
else.
The oxides were heated with an oxyWe are here to serve the Faculty and Students of the
“ Material” includes jokes, verse—
hydrogen flame, and a very interest.i?
To a bonehead hag with a hank of nonsensical and witty— fool philoso
'n?
fact
with
many
o
f
the
oxides
was
College with the best that the market affords
The Washington Branch of
phy, cartoons, etc., etc. If possible
hair
that with different mixtures of the
the New Hampshire College
every fraternity, sorority, organiza
(Even as you or I.)
two gasses the luminescence changed
Alumni association will hold a
The hairparting bonehead he made tion and group on the campus should
even
though
the
temperature
re
are
unequaled
for
and
Suppers
Our regular Dinners
dinner, at which President R.
send a representative contribution to
his prayer;
mained the same.
D. Hetzel is expected to be
his this department.
the price
I f you are a com
That she cook for ten bones
present, November 14, at 8 P.
muter, for instance, send a humorous
kitchen. But there!
NOTICE TO THE WIVES
M., at Hotel Lafayette, 16th
essay on “ Why Commuters Leave
(Even as you, or I.)
OF MARRIED STUDENTS
STEAKS, CHOPS and SALADS are of the best
and Eye Streets. It is reported
Home.” If you are a frat brother,
that ex-Governor John H. Bart
The college Folk club, having been She turned him down, with a glassy send a treatise on “ Why Other Frats
lett, and Congressmen Edward
We also serve Afternoon Teas from 2.30 to 4.00
Than Mine are Rotten to the Core.”
stare,
unable to secure a complete list of
H. Wason and Sherman E.
If you are an Engineer, send a scien
(Even as you, or I.)
the wives of students of New Hamp
Burroughs will attend also.
shire college, takes this occasion to Did the hag, the woman who did not tific discussion of the “ Grafters in the
Reservations for this dinner
Arts and Science C ourses:” I f you are
notify these women that they are eli
care,
should be made at once by ap
$6.00 Meal Tickets, $5.00
She wanted twelve dollars, She got A. and S. send a little article on “ Why
gible for membership in the club.
plication to F. A. Barker, ’20,
Engineers Should Be Hoist with Their
it. (Hot air!)
The membership is made up entire
1420 Webster St., N. W., Wash
Own Petards.”
(Even as you, or I.)
ly of women -who are connected with
ington, D. C. It is desired that
These are suggestions. Send the
the college, but who are not students.
a large number o f alumni and
SPEAKING OF COOKS, Eve was results o f these suggestions to me in
The object of the club is purely so
friends o f New Hampshire fo l
cial; and the members gather once a the first, and she was rather inexpen care of The New Hampshire, to my
low the example set by W. E.
187 Locust street,
month for the purpose of getting bet sive. All she cost Adam was one home addres:
Hunt, ’99, Prof. C. E. Hewitt,
Dover, or to anyone who will forward
ter acquainted.
bone.
’93, and Prof. J. W. Smith, who
them to me; for example, a Theta Chi
Any woman may become a member
REGULATION ARM Y SHOES
DURHAM COAL & GRAIN CO.
have already signified their in
THE COLORED PREACHER says: brother. But be sure and send some
of the club by presenting her name
1 tentions o f being present at the
To College trade, $4.50.
Latest
to Mrs. H. L. Slobin. The dues are Be what you is, and not what you material IMMEDIATELY. The board
d'nner and who are not willing
Shades of Heather and Golf Hose. 10
ain’t, because when you ain’t what wants all material ready for the
fifty cents a year.
I
to miss such an opportunity to t
per cent, discount on all purchases as
Printer by December 15. Therefore,
The wives o f married students are you is then you is what you ain’t.
attend a real New Hampshire
well as repairing which is Done by
I say to you— AID! SEND ME
invited to attend the next meeting
meeting, with real New Hamp
Hand.
IF the engine boiler is to boil en SOME DOPE!
which will be held in Smith hall on
1
shire people and with the real
Yours,
November 10, at 3 o’clock. Mrs. A. gines, are the engines boiled to make
New Hampshire spirit.
J. BLOOMFIELD
J. A. Roberts,
1 N. French will have charge o f the the engine tender?
Mirth Editor, 1923 Granite.
'
- 1 / M / MX M ^ - V M/ s
1/ ^ 1/ ^ V v
W
SKIDOO, ’23
meeting at this time.
17 Third St.,
Dover, N. H. LESTER L. LANGLEY, N. H. C., ’15
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PRES. R. D. HETZEl
LEAVES FOR SOUTH

the heading over another coop.
Here was a small, poorly colored bird
which could in no sense be compared
to the magnificent specimens about it.
It was a “ sport” and illustrated in
large measure the ease with which
improper management and injudicious
To Meet With Officials
breeding may hurt the make-up of
FALL 1921 OPENING
Of Land Grant Colleges one’s flock. There were also pens of
pigeons, one of ducks, and two of
H
Marked at Fall 1921 prices meaning finer qualities
4j*
SESSIONS AT N’ORLEANS
hares. These all showed careful pre
h
at
lower
costs than they’ve been in years. Shown in the
*.*
paration and added largely to the in
vnewest Fall Style fabrics and patterns.
terest
o
f
the
exhibit.
Mr.
George
*■*
Director J. C. Kendall of Experiment
H
Station to Accompany President— Ham showed a pullet with several
Models for every man and young man. Our Fall
*►
chickens which was an example of the
Just the Style the Students Want
To Address Washington Branch
I
Suits have been carefully selected from the foremost mak
remarkably
short
time
in
which
a
of Alumni Association— Trip to
♦J*bird may reproduce in kind. The
ers of finest hand made clothes that the Rochester, Chi
Last Two Weeks
*
pullet was hatched on March 15 and
4i
cago and New York markets afford.
hatched her first brood of chickens on
President R. D. Hetzel left Satur September 20. George Rohan, a
Priced at $20.00 to $35.00
AT RIGHT PRICES TOO
4*
day afternoon, November 5, for a two special student, was in full charge of
weeks’ trip to New Orleans where he the poultry show and it reflected
will attend sessions of the annual great credit on his untiring efforts.
I♦ ♦
meeting of the association of Land A minature colony house built by
%
■*!'*
Grant colleges. Director J. C. Ken Perley Fitts, ’20,* and a laying house
i
dall of the college Experiment Sta of the same proportions built by R.
Rest Clothes, Hats and Furnishings
N E W HAMPSHIRE
| DOVER,
tion will be New Hampshire’s other D. Hammond, ’sp., were testimonials
4«■
official representative at the New Or to the expenditure o f many hours in
DOVER, N. H.
•Aleans meeting.
painstaking work by these two men.
W
e
close
every
Wednesday
P. M., clerks’ half holiday
On his return Dr. Hetzel will stop In the colony house were a flock of
at Washington, D. C., where he will day-old chicks which called forthmany
attend several meetings for advancing expressions of endearment from the
the interests of the college. Chief of lady callers. An electric incubator,
these is a meeting of the Washington “ the modern way of hatching” was
you but had sufficient control of you FOURTH LECTURE IS
branch of the New Hampshire Alumni shown in detail with several feeders.
muscles to wrest them from it. The
association at which President Hetzel The prizes went as follows: •
GIVEN BY DR. SLOBIN
final feature of the midway was an
will deliver an address. He will also
Best Females
other device similar to that of Mr.
have conferences with the Cedera
W hether you are interested,
1. College Poultry Plant
Smith’s. “ Red” Boutwell, ’22, and Freshmen Hear One of a Series of
veterans’ bureau, the bureau of edu
in a w eek ly newspaper, a
Talks on “ College Opportunities
2. Mr. 0. V Henderson
Howard Meserve, ’23, presided here
cation and several other bureaus of
and Responsibilities”— Speaker
3. College Poultry Plant
book, a magazine or a visiting
and succeeded in “ rooking” the poul
the department of agriculture.
Emphasizes Need of Well
card, w e w ill try to give you
Best Males
Reverend Clinton Carvel
try department as represented by Mr.
President Hetzel will also make a
Balanced Education
better service than you can
1. College Poultry Plant
Richardson of a good deal of cold
Discusses Entire Problem short stop-over in New York in the
2. Dr. H. R. Kraybill
secure elsewhere.
cash. Now Red and Howard are
interests of the college and while
The fourth o f the freshmen lec
3. Mr. J. C. Chamberlain
stalwart backers of the dairy indus
there will visit Columbia university.
ADDRESS WELL RECEIVED
try, and knowing this Professor tures on “ The Opportunities and Re
Best Pen
The evening before his departure
Richardson was moved to remark that sponsibilities of College Life,” was
1. College Poultry Plant
Scores Those Who Would Keep Amer for the South, the president accepted
he was willing to “ assume, for the delivered by Dr. H. L. Slobin in the
2.
Mr.
O.
V.
Henderson
the invitation of the New Hampshire
ica Isolated From Rest of World
sake of the argument” that the only Gymnasium on Monday evening, Oc
3. Mr. J. C. Chamberlain
Horticultural society to serve as
Printers o f THE N E W HAM PSHIRE
— Says Good Will Yields Effi
way that dairymen could make money tober 31.
Doves— Racing Homers
toastmaster at one of the sessions of
A fter a few preliminary remarks
ciency— The World Needs
anyhow was by “ gamblin!”
1.
Mr.
Harold
Scudder
the New England fruit show, held at
Rochester,
New Hampshire
Dr. Slobin spoke of study as one of
Trained Individuals
POULTRY FLOAT
Concord on Friday evening, Novem
Pigeons— Swiss Mondane
the opportunities and responsibili
ber 4.
1. Mr. George Ham.
By the way the poultry department ties of college life. He stressed the
The
Reverend
Clinton
Qarvel
of
Eggs
entered a float in the afternoon’s necessity of a well balanced education
AGENT FOR
Newmarket addressed the student body AGGIE FAIR GREAT FEATURE
1. M. Gale Eastman
parade but it backfired and nearly and of the necessity of paying the
at the regular weekly convocation held
KODAKS, FILMS AND
2. Mr. H. R. Kraybill
cost them their reputation. You see, price for the opportunities by re
Continued from Page 1)
3. Mr. O. V. Henderson
“ Squeak” Forbes and “ Hank” Little, membering the responsibilities. Stu
COLLEGE SUPPLIES in the large gymnasium on Wednes
day, last. President Hetzel, who pre
Judging hens for production
both ’23, with young Miss Richard dents should not overlook the things
sided, introduced the speaker as a small electric motor a continual
1. H. A. Bartlett, ’sp.
son attired themselves in costly furs which are near but should look them
RUNDLETT’S STORE
“
movie”
is
obtained
which
is
more
graduate of our sister college, Dart
2.
F.
G.
Wadleigh,
’25
and climbed into “ Bo” Fitts’ expen over, the speaker said.
mouth, and as one who knew and sym than ordinarily interesting. It was
3. J. L. Huckins,’24
sive Buick all prepared to demon
Dr. Slobin then spoke of oppor
through
the
efforts
of
Professors
Ful
pathized
with
young
people.
THE
W. W. Smith, ’24 tied with strate to the world how they were tunities and responsibilities as a
ler
and
DePew
of
the
dairy
depart
Mr. Carvel gave a short talk on the
Huckins for third place.
spending the money that they made game of give and take; opportunities
HORTON’S STUDIO
subject “ Disarmaments.” In refer ment that the machine was secured.
An
exhibit
of the methods employed by keeping hens, according to Mr. are what you take and responsibili
Real home made ice cream was also
ring
to
the
coming
disarmament
con
First Class Photography Work
in the extermination of white diarrhea Richardson’s prescriptions. But all ties are what you give. Those who
ference he remarked that, i f men dispensed at this booth, at the pre among poultry combined with a car unknown to them a ragged, unshaven are among the chosen people are
Guaranteed. Discount to Students
historic
price
of
five
cents
per
cone.
would confer together to disarm them
Dover, N. H, selves of prejudice and hatred, the This was the product of the new re toon drawn by C. W. Redwc i of Cor wreck of humanity, H. A. Bartlett, those who give as well as take. Ed
360 Central Ave.,
nell University, depicting the effect ’sp., in every day life, climbed up on ucation, said the lecturer, is the re
world would be far better off. The frigeration plant which has been re of intruction in poultry management the rear of their car and hung out creation of knowledge.
The student
cently
installed
in
the
dairy
building
mental attitudes and prejudices are
the
following
sign,
“
I
studied
poul
on
the
future
prosperity
of
the
grow
spends
four
years
at
college
recreat
iVork Satisfactory Service Prompt the causes of so much dissention, he and was a revelation to those whose
try husbandry at N. H. C ” As you ing the accumulated facts of the ages
ideas about ice cream have been er were very effective exhibits at the
said.
poultry booth. Mr. Rohan said as can readily see such a confession past.
When he has fin'shed the four
He then spoke of the high efficiency formed through association with that they were packing up the birds at would hardly agree with the profes years of recreating, he should be re
emaciated
product
turned
out
by
cer
T e l. 3 0 7 -M
which our present industrial system
the end of the day, “ I want to thank sional wealth of the people on the sponsible for an advance in the
has attained and said that “ big busi tain nearby bakeries.
every one for what they have done front seat, and the crowd was forced world’s progress.
ness” has learned that efficiency of A. H. BOOTH
to make my exhibit a success. Pro to believe that their money must have
In concluding Dr. Slobin said:
Waldron St., Cor. Central Avenue j production lies in efficiency not only
At the booth of the animal husban fessor Richardson, Mr. Fitts and all come from
an investment with “ Education is derived from careful
o f machines but of individuals as well. dry people there was to be found a the others. They have helped large Charles Ponzi.
attention to the accumulated knowl
He gave an illustration of a firm that marvelous array of things mysterious. ly in making my show the success
edge o f civilization;” and he urged
MINSTREL
SHOW
installed entirely
new
machines The spectator in the middle distance that it has been.
his audience to study conscientiously
MRS. E. J. MICHEL
The big thing of the evening was
throughout their plant, letting the old was given the idea that he was ap
so that they would be able to live a
BEST EXHIBITS
the minstrel show and dance. This
machines go for junk at a consider proaching a dentist’s counter, but
A committee of three deemed to be presentation of black face comedy was more complete and enjoyable life and
able loss, simply because the new closer observation revealed that the
The ONE Milliner
men of unbiased minds were chosen by no means lacking in “ pep.” From thus benefit society.
machines were more efficient.
The fearsome array of teeth was merely
to select what they termed to be the the moment the curtains were drawn
same thing, he said, is true of indi a cleverly moulded collection of the
three best exhibits of the day and until the last bit of harmony died LYCEUM NUMBER IS
370 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H. viduals. He declared that a program
masticatory apparatus of the horse after mature deliberation they regis
away were these merry “ niggers” at
of good will produces an efficient in taken during the various stage of his
ATTENDED BY MANY
tered their minds as follows:
their best. Their jokes on various
dividual and cited Theodore Roose bodily development. There was also
1. Poultry exhibit
members of the faculty, along with
velt as a leader in making human be a large collection o f photographs,
WALK-OVER SHOES
Ernest Thompson Seton Entertains
2. Horticulture exhibit
several similar songs met with the
ings efficient.
He emphasized the done by Mr. Hildebrand, of animals
With Lecture on “ Wild An?mals I
3. Forestry exhibit
WALK-OVER SHOE STORE
most hearty applause.
need of good will in relations between at the barns. A particularly inter
Have Known” — Numberless Lan
STOCK
PARADE
The “ Never Steady” Quartet, com
men either domestic or international esting display was a chart composed
tern Slides of Animals Used
One of the features of the afternoon posed of “ Deac” Bennett, ’23,first ten
H. E. HUGHES
and remarked that armaments were by Sivift and Company showing the
Throughout Talk
was the live stock parade. For sev* or, “ Charlie” Goldsmith, ’25, second ten
426 Central Ave.,
Dover, N. H. merely expressions of the feelings in ultimate product of the various parts eral days the barns had been
the hearts of the people.
of the various parts of the animals en thronged with students hurrying to or, Perley Ayer, ’22, first bass and
The first number of the Lyceum
Carl Chase, ’25, second bass, sang
He scored those who would keep trusted to their keeping. Small
get their animals into the best pos several negro selections. Their ap course was given in the Gymnasium
The Best Place to Buy
America in an isolated position with phials were attached to the card with
VICTOR RECORDS
sible appearance, and at the appoint pearance was perhaps as typical of on last Wednesday evening by Ernest
regard to the rest of the world. In a small sample of each product with
ed time as the animals were assem any darky quartet as one could wish. Thompson Seton, lecturer of national
All the Latest Releases
connection with this Mr. Carvel told in. A
striking example of the bled along the way they made a very
reputation. The lecture was illus
Probably the biggest hit of the
a story of a little girl who was in the thoroughness with which the packers
KELLEY’S
good showing. The route of the pa whole entertainment was “ Dinah” trated by a number of lantern slides,
19 Third St.,
Dover, N. H. habit o f falling out of bed each night, utilize the various parts of the ani rade lay down Main street to the Tamong which were various animal
and her “ Moo-Cow-Moo.” Her vocal
When asked by her mother why she mal is illustrated by the fact that
Telephone, 321J
Hall driveway and down by the shops selections along with the ridiculous photographs and many sketches by
fell out so often she replied, “ I think on one corner of the card was a small
to the barns again. To name the actions of her choice beast, were Mr. Seton himself.
it’s because I sleep too near the edge disk phonographic record under which
The naturalist began his talk with
DON’T FAIL TO PATRONIZE THE
participants would be to give a com unanimously accepted as the best.
of the bed.” “ And those who think
Ideal Bowling Alleys and Barber that America is separate from the was written, “ This pig’s squeal. To plete list o f the animals owned by the Arthur N. Lawrence, ’23, acted the a description o f an'mal tracks; he
be used at movie shows to give local college. The prizes in this case were
told of methods of distinguishing
Shop of
part of “ Dinah” with F. F. Hunt, ’25,
rest of the world,’r continued Mr. color to rural scenes.” Professor J. C.
to individuals, each man being grad and E. Akinakjian favored the au them and o f personal experiences in
T. W. SHOONMAKER Carvel, “ are sleeping pretty near the McNutt was at this booth during a ed on the appearance of his animal dience with their bovine athletics. tracking one o f the most wily of all
edge of the bed of civilization.” He greater part of the day, although
animals, the red fox.
in parade. Prize winners below:
DUTCH CUTS A SPECIALTY
W. E. Bridges, ’24., P. F. Ayer, ’22,
urged his hearers to strive to get
the exhibit was gotten together by
Mr. Seton then told of a vacation
Dairy stock
FIRST CLASS WORK
H. F. Bennett, ’23, and C. Goldsmith, spent in the Yellowstone national
broad view of the outside world and Gunner Olsson, ’22. A feature of
1.
Winthrop
Meserve,
’22,
with
’25,
took
the
part
of
endmen.
Their
to overcome the provincial spirit so this exhibit was a pair of small
park and of the animals to be found
* Holstein
jokes were witty to the last word. E. in that “ magnificent country.” Bears
prevalent in America today. He Berkshire pigs who seemed very much
TRY OUR SPECIAL
2. Robert
Fearson,
2-yr.’22, R. Chamberlain, ’25 played the role
compared America to a tree, which, at home in their crate.
had their haunts in the region o f the
with Jersey
of interlocutor in a most creditable hotel; and Mr. Seton amused his auhe said, in its early period of growth
AGRONOMY SHOW
3.
Albert
Whittemore,
2-yr.’22,
SUNDAY DINNER
manner. Ather members of the cast d'ence as he recalled some of his ex
requires a small fence around it for
A. careful study of the seed exhibit
with Jersey
were H. R. Rodenheiser, ’23, R. E. periences with these.
protection, but when it reaches ma
of the agronomy department would
F
at
Stock
Ricker, ’25, Z. Smith, ’24, G. House,
turity there is no need for the fence.
LEIGHTON’S CAFE
The lecturer borrowed from his
have been an education in itself. A r
1. Leon C. Glover, ’23, with ’25, R. H. Kimball, ’24, F. T. Friz
Mr. Carvel then discussed at
own book, “ Wild Animals I Have
ranged in traveling crates, each va
Shorthorn
Bull
zell, ’25, W. B. Shand, ’24, H. Mc Known,” and went on to tell the story
greater length the importance o f effi
riety in a bottle by itself, the result
2. & 3. Wesley B. Shand, ’24, Duffie, ’25, and W. F. Tuttle, ’24.
Y. W. C. A. GIRLS ENTERTAIN
ciency in the individual, declaring
of Jobo, the prairie wolf. Jobo’s ad
was a most impressive display. There
with Hereford Steer
As the first “ Aggie Fair” passes ventures with the ranchmen, who at
that Prohibition was brought about
COLLEGE WOMEN
were also several samples of the
Professor
Fuller
said,
“
It
was
a
‘nto
history
it
goes
with
“
success”
AT CONGREVE by an economic need for greater effi grain crops in their stalks. A
tempted time and again to capture
good parade, especially for the first written on its parchment .The writer
ciency.
measure of sweet silage stolen from one. The boys have worked well and interviewed Mr. Richardon and as he him, and the w olf’s death from a
He spoke of the need of the trained
A Hallowe’en party was given to individual to the world today. In the rations of the dairy cows lent a I feel sure that next time we have was leaving “ Red” called out, “ Now broken heart were well presented.
Despite the fact that this was the
the girls of the college by the Y. W. this connection he told another of his pleasant tang to the surrounding at a fair that the animals will compare you just give those boys who were
C. A., at Congreve hall on Thurs interesting anecdotes. The substance mosphere. Taken all in all it was an favorably in preparation with those on the committee all the praise you opening number of the Lyceum course,
the aud'ence filled the hall to capac
excellent exhibit.
day evening, November 2.
shown at the larger fairs.”
can.
They worked hard and they ity; and it seems safe to say that the
of the story was that a tramp on com
First there was a half hour’s con ing to a certain town repaired a ma POULTRY TO FRONT
MIDWAY
deserve a lot of thanks.” So below future entertainments will receive the
cert given by Irving Doolittle, ’22, chine which had broken down, in a
Probably there are no more enthu
The mid-way was a feature that follows a list of the committee mem
Charles F. Pichette, ’24, and Harold very short time. He then presented siastic people on the campus as re added largely to the sport o f those bers with their respective depart same support.
Winer, ’25, who seemed to take great a bill for twenty-five dollars. Upon gards the merits o f their department attending the exhibition. Under the ments :
SOPHOMORES DISCUSS PLANS
pleasure in amusing their apprecia being asked to itemize the bill he re than those long legged disciples of able supervision of Roy Pulsifer, ’23,
The general committee:
FOR ANNUAL CLASS DANCE
tive audience. When an announce corded five cents for time and twenty- “ Red” Richardson, the poultry expert. and Kenneth Bassett, ’23, things’
Horticulture,
Bruce Russell, ’22
ment concerning church membership
four dollars and ninety-five cents for And to conclude an account of the “ down the line” moved with never Forestry,
Plans for the annual Sophomore
George Wooster, ’22
was made, the orchestra at once be
knowing how. “ Today,” said Mr. Aggie fair and not mention the “ hen ending speed. Due to a terrific gale Vegetable Gardening,
hop were discussed at a meeting of
gan in great haste to depart.
show”
would
be
little
less
than
trea
out of doors it was not feasible to
Carvel, “ it is knowing how that
James Moriarity, ’22 the sophomore class Monday evening,
The next attraction provided fun counts.”
son. Up the middle of the hall was erect tents there so the fun makers
Poultry,
George Rohan, Sp. October 31. At this time a plea was
a-plenty for all. First the room was
In concluding the speaker urged the an array of crates that would have were scattered throughout the gym Dairy,
Leroy Higgins, ’23 made to the sophomore men to sup
darkened, and then a weird hypnotist, students to get the spirit of good will held all the poultry in Durham so it nasium. In an obscure corner Kegan
Publicity,
Arthur
Lawrence, ’23 port the class football team, and vol
Madame Trevanaki, nee Helen Whit
seemed.
And
there
was
a
big
variety
Sarkissian, ’sp., arrayed in the finery
and co-operation and to meet the big
unteers were called for to police the
tier, ’22, gloomy in robes of night,
Animal
Husbandry,
things which they would later be there. Not only were there compet of his Mediterranean homeland, told
freshmen laborers employed in roll
demonstrated her powers of control
Gunnar Olsson, ’22
called upon to face with a feeling of ing pens of standard bred birds from fortunes o f the kind that kill or cure.
ing the athletic field.
ling the mind of an unwilling subject,
the
college
flocks,
but
also
some
from
A little farther along Zoriah Smithj Agronomy,
Byron Holmes, ’22
rejoicing in life and a firm desire to
The committee chosen for arrangFlorence Basch, ’22, and o f chang
the houses o f local breeders. Then, ’25, ran a device which from its na Dairy Products,
Thomas Gadd, ’22 ng the date o f the hop is as follows:
be of real service.
ing her into any person the audience
too, there were several feature pens. ture tended to make the visitor want Decorations,
Howard Rollins, ’23 Elizabeth Baker, Elvira Dillon, Roger
requested. As Paderewski, the spell
For instance there was a pair of to deposit his all with the hope of Minstrel Show,
Perley Ayer, ’22 Kelley, Bernard Menke, and Langbound victim greatly stirred her
TRY THIS ON YOUR FELLOW
barred Leghorns the result of mating growing rich all of a sudden. In Midway, Roy Pulsifer, ’23, and
don Fernald. The noble volunteers
hearers.
a barred Plymouth Rock with a white another corner Harry Bennett, ’23,
Kenneth Bassett, ’23 for the work of supervising the fresh
Popcorn and apples were the very
He: “ Say, you didn’t see me yes Leghorn. The progeny from such a and George Middlemas, ’23, sold day
Members of the executive commit men are: George Aulis, Richard Hall,
appropriate refreshments for this terday, did you? I saw you twice.” union are barred, are slightly heavier old cider to all the thirsty. Paul
tee are: Orrin Whitney, ’22, chair Lucas
Bannon, Arthur Welcome,
Hallowe’en party, served through the
She: “ I never notice people in that than the leghorn and lay a brown egg. Lyster, ’22, had charge of a machine man, George Weston, ’22, George
Harold Kimball, Neal Cobbleigh and
evening.
condition.”
“ An example of regeneration” was which gave you excellent cigars if, Middlemas, ’23.
Russell Hinckley.
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